
  

 

                   basic cleaning agent for spray extraction in tablet form

Properties:
* self-dissolving tabs, water soluble, foil with cleaning supporting properties
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* no stirring necessary 
* a precise dosage is possible
* easy to store and easy to handle
* classical cleaning agent for spray extraction of textile coverings and upholstery
* removes oil, grease and dust
* skin protection due to individual packaging
* gentle to material
* surfactants biodegradable in accordance to OECD 
* pH- value in 1 % solution approx. 6
* white tablets with fresh odour 

Fields of application:
* private domain * interior cleaning
* motor vehicle shop * carpet- and textile cleaning
* vehicle reconditioning

Processing: 
Temperature

* spray extraction machine dissolve 1 tab in approx. 4 l water  up to 50°C
dissolve 2 tabs in approx. 8 l water up to 50°C

Put tabs into the tank and add warm water. After 4-5 minutes the cleaning agent is ready
for use.

Economy:
1 Tab of RM 760 is sufficient for a maintenance cleaning of approx. 4 m² with a spray
extraction machine, medium soiled carpet. 

Remarks: 
* test color fastness of the carpet before cleaning
* do not soak the floor coverings
* store dry
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Attention:
S 2 Keep out of the reach of children

Further information: 
Material safety data sheet

Process:
Objekt: textile covering
* make predilution in the tank of the machine: dissolve 2 Tabs in 8 liter of water
  Temperature up to 50°C 
* after diluting process, the cleaning solution is ready to use. 
* rub the cleaning agent into the textile covering in overlapped lines with the spray extraction

machine 
* rinse with clear water

Alternative:
* RM 760 Press& Ex powder
* RM 764 Press& Ex liquid
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